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About This Game

Aerial
Destruction is a helicopter game set during battles between militaries and armed groups of bio-engineered mutants !

3 helicopters to play, easy to fly with cockpit and behind view, having their own armaments, tactics, gameplay and
upgradable with credits points to achieve maximum destruction !
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7 missions with objectives ranging from defending military outposts for as long as possible, destroying enemy convoys,
storming enemy positions, supporting allied troops in assaulting enemy bases, etc...

15 achievements to unlock, with support of Steam trading cards and Steam cloud to keep all progress available on any
computer. Also playable with Xbox-like gamepads and in Ultra HD (4K).
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Publisher:
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any chance of an option to have steering so it can be on the mouse and only have accend and decend on key board. Look, I don't
want to seem like I'm just being a hater, but this game is literally not fun at all and I'm really bummed I have to play way more
than half an hour to get all of the achievements.

I'm actually pretty surprised that I've ONLY played for thirty minutes because the game's inherent lag, barren landscape, and
microscopic enemies, you spend most of your time waiting around for the game to load, then waiting more for enemies to show
up, then firing an endless stream of missiles at them. The game feels pretty easy from what I've played so far. I had no idea what
I was doing, and I often just sat in the middle of enemy fire. The enemies have yet to get to the base, and I have yet to fail a
level.

 You're better off spending your four dollars on literally any other game on this platform.. Spent a little bit of time playing it. I
enjoyed it.. Cool single player helicopter game easy to play.
I give a thumb up for all the updates and fixes which were done.. I GIVE THIS GAME A THUMBS DOWN!
For Preference Reasons.

PRO:
Basic Fly And Shoot'Em Up Game.
Great for some Quick Aerial Chopper Flying Fun.
Leveling Up and Equipment Upgrade Options available.
Steam Achievment Badges.
Many Graphics and Game Options.
@ $3.47 = 13% off, the game is a good bargain.

CON:
Controls are VERY Basic and you CANNOT ReMap the Keyboard!
I DO NOT USE WASD!!!, which breaks the game for me.

SUMMARY:
I am a Flight Sim enthusiast and have played many Flight Sim games and Flight Roles with a gaming clan and The Game Dev
has provided a decent game with many good features.
WASD is the standard keyboard map for Most modern games, but the REAL Mark of a Quality Game for me is Game Options
to include whether you can ReMap the Keyboard to your liking.
If you can get used to the control scheme then you might enjoy this game, but I cannot recommend it if I cannot play it.

FINAL:
I will revise and update my review to Thumbs Up when I can ReMap The Keyboard to my liking.. Shoot'Em Up helicopter
game where you have to prevent the enemy troops from entering and attacking your base and have to strike their units and
convoys. It has upgrades when you kill enemy units and there is a last mission where you need to protect your base for as long as
possible, but it is better to wait for maximum upgrade before playing it. Movements feels right and is for quick flying action, if
you like arcade helicopter game or shooter you should try this one.. I am casual gamer that loves aerial shooters. Casual means, I
take some game, play a bit, not long, and then go on other things in life. I decided to take this game, even if reviews were mixed.
And, after first start of game, I played whole hour, two full missions. 60 minutes, straight. For a casual gamer like me - that is a
compliment to game, a big one. For a price of sandwitch you got pretty polished arcade heli shooter. Control mechanics, that
was critized before - probably was about older version. For arcade shooter movement feels just right. What is not good -
controls can not be rebind for now. I hope for that in future, so maybe I can even try to fly with flightstick. But, current
mouse+keybaord works well, if you have no "mental lock" to other layout from some other game. There is even humour part in
game, enemy vehicles pushes wrecked ones, flips over but continue shooting, get stuck to each other - developers, don't try to
fix it! :) Really, don't! It is fun. And games are supposed to be fun, not some serious hard work.
So, for current price \/ fun given, as this game is right now, I definetely recomment it for casual aerial shooter fans. Game is
stable, pleasant to eye, no serious glitches encountered yet.
P.S.: I played from 1st person inside cockpit perspective - I always do so.
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Basic defence game a little fun but becomes boring pretty quick.
I only recommend if you like simple shootum up or even helicopter games and thats only on a sale.. Update new Review: After
seeing the developer addressed the bugs and the future of the game. I repurchased the game. I was pleased to find all the game
breaking bugs I had found have been fixed. The camera sync, the massive fps lag, the over powered upgrades, and even an
option to turn off music and the little colored boxes have been added or fixed.

Its not a sim, its a nice little arcade helicopter blow things up kinda game. And with the bugs fixed, I knew it was fun because I
lost track of time playing it. I really enjoy playing games I can blow stuff up at a distance, and any additions like that would be
welcome in this game.
More kabooms, variations on weapons, helos, and such, all fun.

So for the price, its fun game, and worth a buy, arcade-y helo games are fun, sometimes you just don't have the time to read a
deep manual and configure a joystick, to just blow up stuff.

[OLD REVIEW BELOW]

[EDIT] I made some clarification after a public conversation with the developer, see the games forum

Despite being fun, I cannot recommend this game at this time. There are some deep game breaking bugs, he states he intends on
addressing these. Normally I would not have posted a negative review for bugs, however I felt the need to refund and did so
because:

Developer quote, "The current content of the game seems to be quite satisfying for its small price and only some minor tweaks may
occur in the future.

New features which might be added are mostly support of additional languages or compatibility for Macintosh systems...

While being fun, it feels like a buggy fun demo of a larger game.

The game does have promise, if he choses to do more work and complete it into a full product, and even raise the price, then I'll be
back as a buyer and player.

The low price does not justify releasing demo project. He has another game with a similar history, and hopefully he address things
before moving on to the next demo.. **quick update** Ive spoken to the dev about the game and i was told work will continue
taking feedback into account so I am going to keep this installed for a while and play each build then update my review
accordingly. **end update**

Ive only played this game a few min but it was enough to know i hate it. Generally I love arcade helicopter shooters but this
game...jeez.

It has poor controls, the flying physics have no sense of fun or daring to them in fact you move so slow its sad. The shooting has no
punch behind it, the visuals are less than stellar and yes im keeping in mind the price i paid for this title.

I can forgive a massive list of issue if the core gameplay is enjoyable but it isnt and it would take some pretty major patch work to
get it there so i doubt the game will ever reach that potential.

There is some talent here unless this is one of those devs who publishes 100 games a year under different names just to grab cash.
Hopefully that isnt the case and they learned alot from making this title that they can use to improve this game as well as make the
next more fun.

An Arcade style game needs to feel like an arcade style game. It needs to be fast paced with lots of big crazy explosions. There
needs to be fun flying mechanics and satisfying shooting but this game has none of that.

It feels more like a proof of concept a dev team would show a publisher than it does an actual game but that doesnt mean it cant be
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polished into something fun especially for the price. Sorry for my bad review. In just 6 minutes I have deinstalled this game. For me
unplayable at the moment.
- no 21:9 Support
- cockpit view control is ok, but external cam control is unplayable
- looks like a B-Movie game, bad animations, bad graphic with a great engine like Unreal Engine
- audio sounds very bad

it's early access but I thing you shold remove the game from steam. It's too early.

Play Heliborne and maybe, you can copy some good ideas from the game.

I'm ready for a new review in a few months.. Controlling the 3 helicopters of the game is very easy and fun and I enjoyed it even if
I am not used to play helicopter games. Missions are consisting in destroying all grounded targets while returning to base to resupply
the stock ammo and avoiding being shot down by the AA units. I however sometimes enduced fps drops in some levels and I had to
lower the graphics settings to bypass these issues, but other than that it is a decent and affordable helicopter game.. Not a bad game
for the pricetag. Also the controls work really fine, wich is very dificult to achieve in helicopter games. Didnt test it on a controller,
only on mouse and keyboard. If this game had the look of Attack Helicopter Dating Simulator that would be an mazing crossover.
Even have some of the same helicopters. Looks is the worst aspect of this game, but is playable, and fun.. Fun helicopter game with
3 helicopters and many missions to complete. You upgrade your guns and then have more firing power to destroy the enemy troops..
As it stands this has to be the worst helicopter based game I have ever tried to play. The controls are the absolute worst I have ever
seen. I have every helicopter based game steam sells and I can tell you this (at its current state) is a pass. I know its early access but I
dont think this was ready to be sold. I will change the review if things get better but as a warning >>in my opinion<< dont waste
your money. The contol options consist of mouse sensitivity..thats it..W takes off and accelerates S slows down . A and D turn. The
mouse I assume is supposed to make it go forward but it doesn't work. There is no option to invert anything. It's a MESS

EDIT : As of 5\/9\/17 My review has changed completely..It's obvious the dev has put alot of work into this and I very much enjoy
it..
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